I. Philosophical Humanism, or Dethroning the Absolute.
WILLIAM JAMES and JOHN DEWEY are the outstanding American exponents of philosophical humanism. A comprehensive view should include F. C. S. SCHILLER of England. He has been influenced especially by WILLIAM JAMES. University and in Tuft's College, has recently written a calm defense in his book: Hurnanism States Its Gase. He does not add anything essentially new to that already written by JAMES and DEWEY. The only thing new is the method of presentation. Humanism is placed before the bar of human reason. Its opponents defend their case. Then humanism states its case. The outcome of this philosophical court trial, occording to AUER, is that Humanism can lay a claim upon adoption as the adequate philosophy for explaining anything human. In passing we may note two things: First, a professor of church history has the inauspicious courage to write that a belief in God is not even necessary for religion. Man is all-sufficient even in his religious life. The second observation is that AUER brings before the bar of reason a philosophy that is essentially irrational. The very attempt to prove humanism is the very denial of its irrational foundation. How can AUER defend an irrational system rationally? How can he defend anything unless such be rational? In refuting his opponent he identifies hirnself with hirn in a greater measure than he realizes. They have "reason" in common.
JAMES, SCHILLER, DEWEY, and AUER have at least one tenet of faith in common. According to their way of thinking both the traditional God and the traditional Absolute are nothing more than obsolete concepts. AUER claims that if the absolute is different from man, how can it help us explain the problems of man. If an alien power could invade humanity it would only cause confusion. Only man can explain the things of man 1). Moreover, an absolute, truly absolute, would imply "a block universe", and this in turn would stifle human responsibility and personal initiative. If the absolute is specifically absolute then human endeavor is only a farce. The above evidences certain inaccuracies and limitations on the part of these philosophers. The opposite of a block uni verse is an open universe. Now, do only these philosophers have an open universe ? There is no reason why an Hegelian Idealist may not claim the very same thing. In the final analysis, Dialectical Philosophy may be defined as the evolution of the Absolute. If so,
